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Abstract: Despite wider use of monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies as therapeutic and diagnostic
detection agents for different types of cancers, their limitations for biomedical applications have forced
scientists to design alternate next-generation molecular binding reagents, the so-called antibody mimetics.
The ultimate aim to produce antibody mimetics is to out-perform the intrinsic limitations of antibodies
related to their binding affinities, tumor penetration, temperature, and pH stability. The current review
highlights the advanced characteristics and constructional modification of alternate antibody mimetics,
compared to animal source generated antibodies and their improved applications in bioanalytical chemistry;
especially in cancer treatment as a diagnostic and therapeutic tool.
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Imaging; cancer therapy.
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1. Introduction
Antibodies, especially monoclonal antibodies, on account of their high stability and
specific affinity, have been identified as effective tools both for therapeutic and diagnostic
applications, especially in cancer therapy. Antibodies are Y-shaped glycoproteins produced by the
immune system to counteract the effect of any foreign substance or antigen in the body. They can
be polyclonal or monoclonal based on the types of immune cells from which they are produced.
Polyclonal antibodies are produced by different types of immune cells having an affinity towards
the same antigen, while monoclonal antibodies are produced from identical types of immune cells;
that are the clones of a parent cell having an affinity for the same antigen and a particular epitope.
The main function of antibodies is to bind and neutralize a very specific region of an antigen that
is usually a part of a harmful pathogen. The molecular forces that are responsible for this antigenantibody interaction are mainly the electrostatic force, hydrogen bond, hydrophobic interaction,
and van der Waal's force; their relative affinity depending on antigen structure and its composition
[1-4].
Antibodies are considered to be the most successful and widespread affinity proteins for
various life science applications due to their high specificity for any given target. However, the
intrinsic limitations related to their molecular properties have some serious concerns relating to its
cross-reactivity while interacting with two or more antigens with similar chemical or molecular
composition. Further, a relatively large size of antibody limits its use in the system where the
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recognition molecule is genetically or chemically modified or when incorporated with any
biomaterial or in drug-delivery systems. . Another challenge relating to the use of antibodies is its
thermal stability in extreme environmental conditions, which limits its use in remote locations and
in countries where the facility of continuous power supply and refrigeration is not feasible All
these shortcomings have limited the use of antibodies as universal targeting agents and led
scientists to think of some other alternatives in the form of antibody mimetics to overcome these
inherent limitations of antibody functions [5-6].
2. Antibody mimetics: complementary antibody resembling molecules
Antibody mimetics are defined as the molecules that can bind to antigen similarly to
antibodies, although they are not generated by the immune system, and neither have any structure
related resemblance to the antibodies. However, antibody mimetic offers distinct advantages over
an antibody, on account of having a simpler structure with a single domain cysteine residue
enabling its preparation in a soluble form even in prokaryotic cells. The advancement in its
computational morphology (design), phage library construction, and selection system gifted it with
exceptional selectivity and affinity. Moreover, its stability in extreme temperature and pH
environment, highly ionic concentration, makes its use more desirable [7-8].
Antibody mimetic molecules are the unrelated protein scaffolds consisting of -helices, sheets, or random coils that can bind to specific targets and could be designed to incorporate new
binding sites through protein engineering strategies. A variety of new techniques for its in-vitro
generation have been advocated for developing a large number of non-antibody molecular
repertories with high binding affinity and target specificity that can be considered with much
improved molecular recognition properties and characterization such as small molecular size,
enhanced stability, with high yield bacterial expression, and, more importantly, an option for multispecific targeting constructs [9-10]. The present review emphasizes the superiority of using
antibody mimetic as an alternate tool to antibody, for comparison of results and substantial
scientific progress related to in-vivo imaging, therapy, and biotechnological approach [Table 1].
Table 1. Comparison of antibody mimetics to antibodies.
S.No.
1.
2.

Antibody mimetics
Reproducible batch-to-batch preparation by recombinant and
synthetic means using a peptide synthesizer
Expensive identification and engineering, inexpensive
production

3.

Production in prokaryotes

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Stable at extreme temperatures (~90°C) and other conditions
Small size
Good tissue penetration
Simple post-isolation modification
Long shelf lives (up to 2 years)
Monovalent
No activation of cell receptors
Not immunogenic
Constant fraction region–mediated immunological effector
functions

12.

Antibodies
Lot-to-lot variability in polyclonal antibody
preparation
Costly production and upkeep of cell lines for
monoclonal antibody production
Require eukaryotic cell lines for production due to
posttranslational modifications
Limited thermal stability
Large size
Low tissue penetration
Chemical modification is not trivial
Relatively short shelf life (up to 6 months)
Bivalent
Activation of cell receptors
Elicit immune response
No effector functions

3. General protein engineering approach for the development of antibody mimetics
Before focusing on the specific structures, analytical and biomedical applications of
antibody mimetics and, more specifically, on their use as a diagnostic and therapeutic tool, it is
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important to have an idea of a general protein engineering approach for the construction of an
antibody mimetic bio-molecule. The designing of a new antibody mimetic begins with the
selection of an appropriate scaffold. The scaffold is a well defined three-dimensional protein
structure that is open for mutations and insertions. In general, a scaffold is so selected that any
modification in its primary structure can not hinder the flexibility in its secondary structure and its
overall stability. The new molecule designed must be small, thermo-stable, and should be a single
domain protein without having any disulfide bond. After the selection of the scaffold, the second
step is the designing and construction of libraries using molecular biology protocols. Identification
of a ligand-binding moiety for a newly generated antibody mimetic is a prerequisite and is achieved
by using x-ray crystallography and molecular modeling techniques [11-13].
After successfully designing and constructing the library, the translated scaffold protein
molecule undergoes screening for isolation of mutants with desired properties. It can be assured
that in a typical library with 1012 variants, a highly efficient screening method involving a phage
display technique is required. The commonly used phage display system involves bacterial cell
surface display, yeast display, m-RNA display, etc. and commercial kits for display methodologies
are available for this purpose. After the evolution, construction, and selection processes, the
identified variants with desired characteristics undergoes one or more series of selection to
diversified the resulting library, and thus, using this methodology, protein scaffolds with high
binding affinity can be obtained. The antibody mimetics genetically produced can further be
modified based on their use for desired applications. Antibody mimetic can be modified through
genetic and chemical conjugations and can be suited for therapeutic and imaging applications
[Figure 1]. The only drawback of antibody mimetics reported is their labor-intensive and expensive
production, which limits its wider use. The present review focuses on the bio-analytical
applications of antibody mimetics and their possible use as a diagnostic and therapeutic tool,
especially for cancer research therapy [14-16].
4. Different types of antibody mimetic molecules
4.1. Affibody molecules.

Affibodies are one of the most important and widely used engineered protein scaffolds that
originate from the -domain present in the immunoglobulin binding region of staphylococcal
protein A (SPA). The -domain of SPA is a short and cysteine free peptide molecule, which
consists of a series of 58 amino acids that are folded together to form a three -helical bundle like
structure and can bind to the Fc portion of the IgG molecule. Further optimization of the affibody
scaffold to improve its thermal and chemical stability was carried out by mutating the -domain
at its key position and the resultant emerging variant obtained symbolized as Z-domain, holds a
strong affinity for the Fc part of the antibody, and the weaker affinity for the Fab part of the
antibody. Besides this, 13 more positions on helices-I and helices-II that forms the binding surface
were also optimized to obtain high affinity and develop specific binding properties of affibody
molecule with corresponding ligands. Thus the affibody molecule with this type of engineering
modification acquires enhanced favorable properties of Z-domain with high thermal and chemical
stability and rapid folding of protein molecule that can be advantageous in even wider varieties of
applications and new molecular engineering technologies [17-19].
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4.2. Adnectin or monobodies.

Adnectins are the synthetic binding proteins which are obtained from the extracellular
domain of human fibronectin III protein (FN3). It consists of seven β-strands link together by six
loops. The resultant structure of the β-domain obtained resembles in similarity to the variable
region of antibodies, thus making adnectin a good candidate in the race of antibody mimetic.
Adnectins, although having a simple structure as compared to antibodies, are similar to antibodies
in specificity and binding affinity properties. This property of adnectin has been tested and
evaluated against several ligands like vascular endothelial growth factor receptor-2 EGFR [20-22].
4.3. Peptide aptamers and affimers.

They are combinatorial protein structures with short peptide sequences and having an inert
and rigid scaffold structure in which both the N- & C- termini of the binding peptide are fused.
This double constrained structure is responsible for increasing binding affinity and specificity. It
is important to emphasize that the rigid scaffold structure has an unreasonable potential of
indulging any further modification in its structure, and this widens its employability for other
analytical purposes also. 'Avacta Life Sciences', developed a variety of peptide aptamers with
much-improved performance and registered with a trade-mark name affimers for their products.
These affimer products are being used for various analytical applications such as ELISA,
microarray, affinity chromatogram, immuno-histochemistry, etc. Avacta has also designed and
developed one affimer, specific to use for the Zika virus antigen that could enable the development
of a diagnostic kit of the Zika virus test based on ELISA [23-25].
4.4. DARPins.

DARPin is commonly known as designed ankyrin repeat proteins. These are artificial
scaffold proteins based on human ankyrin domain proteins that are responsible for modulating a
wider range of protein interactions in different biological processes. They are composed of two to
four repeated units that are linked by the N- & C- termini, essentially for different folding to
prevent their aggregation during protein expression. DARPins have been used in the bio-analytical
and biomedical field due to their high binding affinity, rapid clearance ability, and well-executed
tissue penetration. The lack of cysteine moiety in DARPin is responsible for increasing its
solubility, and the introduction of a different improved cysteine is helpful for the conjugation of
DARPin to different molecules like drugs, proteins, imaging reagents, and nano-materials.
DARPins are reported to play an important role in targeting molecules in delivering a payload to
the target sites for diagnostic imaging and therapy purposes. Details of their imaging and therapy
uses are highlighted in the application section [26-29].
4.5. Affitins.

Affitins are the variants of DNA binding proteins (Sac7d) that are engineered to develop
specific binding affinities. Sac7d protein contains 66 amino acids that form an incomplete barrellike structure, composed of a double-stranded β-hairpin at N-termini and a triple-stranded β-sheet
at C-termini. Sac7d interacts with DNA through the three-stranded sheet and the binding affinity
in affitin proteins developed through the randomization of 14 amino acids in the β-sheet. Affitins
are highly resistant to a broad range of temperatures and can be produced in large quantities using
recombinant bacterial technologies [30-31].
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4.6. Avimers.

These molecules are based on the A-domain of extracellular receptors. The A-domain
contains 35 amino acids with three intramolecular disulfide bonds. These are highly resistant to
temperature and are relatively smaller in comparison to other antibody mimetic scaffolds. Avimers
are reported to show high binding affinity and specificity against different ligands and also high
therapeutic efficacy. Due to their high binding specificity, they are frequently used for various
analytical diagnostic and therapeutic purposes [32-34].
4.7. Atrimers.

These are the scaffold proteins derived from trimeric plasma protein called tetranectin,
which is a family of C-type lectins with three identical units and five flexible loops that can mediate
interaction with the target moieties. Several atrimer molecules have been developed as therapeutic
biological analogs that can stimulate or block the specific ligands. Atrimers possess a lysine-rich
unstructured region at its N-terminus that is likely to be worthy for delivering different imaging
agents and drug loading. Overall, atrimers are considered as ideal imaging and binding molecules
for targeting ligands for their biological activity [35-37].
4.8. Anticalins.

Anticalins are those groups of binding proteins, which is having a conservative -barrel
structure present in the lipocalins. Lipocalins are proteins composed of eight antiparallels -strands
and a C-terminal -helix. The specific binding properties in anticalin can be developed through
amino acids of its four hypervariable loops. Anticalin molecules have been used in various bioanalytical and clinical applications against a variety of targets. Antibody-anticalin fusion proteins
are also used in pre-targeting applications as a tumor biomarker and also for targeting fluorescence
dyes to tumor cells for in-vivo imaging in mice [38-40].
5. Biomedical applications of antibody mimetics
5.1. Use of antibody mimetic in diagnostic and therapeutic applications.

Antibody mimetics can be used for the imaging of different metabolic pathways,
intracellular targets associated with cancer and other diseases. Different research studies have
shown that affibodies as compared to antibodies or its fragments are more potent tracers for HER2 receptor-related specific molecular imaging [41]. An affibody molecule ZHER2:342 with a
chelate sequencing of maEE synthesize and labeled with technetium-99m was reported as an
important tracer agent for clinical imaging and detection of HER-2 overexpression in tumors [42].
Apart from this, the use of affibody has been successfully employed in the protein capture
microarray technique due to its high specificity for the analysis of complex samples like a human
serum or plasma [43]. Anticalins, an important antibody mimetic when conjugated to a radioactive
isotope element, can be an efficient candidate for featuring high contrast in-vivo diagnostic
imaging. Anticalin (lipocalin) is also advocated as one of the important candidates considered for
targeted immunotherapy of cancer and other infectious diseases. Anticalins are recognized as
suitable candidates for the treatment of digitalis intoxications and can be developed by fusing with
ScFv. Anticalin, due to its small size, single polypeptide chain, and ease of preparation, can be
considered as a potent candidate for therapeutic and diagnostic applications [44,45]. Adnectin,
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another alternate antibody mimetic, has been developed to address and treat rheumatoid arthritis,
psoriatic arthritis without showing any significant side-effects that appeared during the use of a
monoclonal antibody. Adnectin Ct-322 on binding with a receptor (VEGFR-2) vascular
endothelial growth factor receptor-2, showed significant anti-tumor activity and the results
obtained demonstrate its utility for the treatment of other diseases also [46,47]. DARPins, another
important antibody mimetic class, have been developed fused with anti-HER-2 receptor cells and
CD-4 cells as anti-CD4 DARPins and anti-HER-2 DARPins; to block the entry of HIV into the
cells [48].
5.2. Use of antibody mimetics for detecting cancer biomarkers.

The beneficial properties of alternate antibody reagents (antibody mimetics) like their
specificity, ease of production, binding affinity, etc. have facilitated scientists to investigate their
use as imaging agents for detecting cancer biomarkers. The importance of epidermal growth
factor-2 oncogene (HER-2) in various oncogenic processes and its clinical detection in tissue
biopsies have enlarged its use for biomarker development. In this series, DARPin, an important
antibody mimetic molecule, has been identified in immunohistochemical applications for detecting
HER-2 oncogene [49]. Similarly, an Anti-HER-2 affibody conjugate biomolecule has recently
been developed and commercialized by 'Abacam' (Cambridge, U.K.) for its possible utility in
immuno-histochemistry applications [50]. It is also worthwhile to mention here that certain HER2 specific nanobody reagents have been developed for their utility in tissue staining, and they are
mainly used as in-vivo molecular imaging tools. Similarly, nanobodies have also found an
application for other cancer biomarkers by staining of cells in positive tumor regions [51-52].
In comparison to an anti-ARTC2 antibody, a nanobody targeting an antigen ADPribosyltransferase (ARTC2.2) results in the homogeneous staining of positive xenograft cells, and
this may likely be due to larger antibody size with less efficient tumor penetration [53]. In the same
line, affimers, an important type of non-antibody binding protein molecules, have been detected
to target the (VEGFR2) receptors, an important protein in the blood vessel formation in tumors. A
similar staining pattern was observed with affimer molecule, much greater sensitivity reported than
the anti-VEGR2 antibody. The greater sensitivity of affimer attributes to its smaller size with
much-improved ability to penetrate tissues as compared to antibody. However, in the case of
affimer molecule targeting Tenascin C (TNC); the sensitivity of staining tissues was reported to
be slightly reduced, but these do not underestimate the utility of affimer as an important
biomolecule for the detection of tumor biomarkers [54].
5.3. Use of antibody mimetics as binding reagents for in-vivo tumor imaging.

The ability of alternative non-antibody molecules or antibody mimetics, as binding
reagents for in-vivo imaging of tumors, is an important tool in cancer diagnosis [55, 56]. With
much smaller size and without the presence of Fc moiety as in antibody, these reagents enable high
tumor penetration and permitting prompt clearance from the background tissues, thereby
enhancing the efficacy as well as the sensitivity of visualizing tumor imaging. A large number of
antibody mimetic molecules like nanobodies, anticalins, affibody, etc. have been developed as
more specific detection tools. [Table 2]. These alternate non-antibody molecules have been
recognized with their ability to target the extracellular epitope in prostate-specific detection
antigen (PSMA) and preferred over approved monoclonal antibodies functionality [57, 58].
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In an attempt to investigate the therapeutic potential of alternate non-antibody binding
protein molecules (antibody mimetic), scientists and researchers have developed their utility for
tumor detection and in treatments (theranostics) [59]. Earlier radiolabeled antibodies were
considered to be an ideal candidate for their use in radioimmunotherapy (RIT). At present, thirteen
monoclonal antibodies have been approved by the FDA for their possible use in RIT, and most of
them have been used for targeting carcinomas. Monoclonal antibodies for targeting cancers are
usually recommended but are less successful due to its slow permeation rate to the target site. For
more improved tumor penetration and faster tissue clearance, there is an urgent need for some
smaller binding reagents with much-improved targeting properties [60]. The use of nanobodies
conjugated to radio-lanthanides like lutetium-177 is therefore recommended for carrying out a dual
function of both the detection and therapy of growth factor receptors expressing cancers [61]. The
elementary data obtained for the use of antibodies reports the surrounding renal accumulation of
antibodies in the non-specific organs like the liver, kidney, spleen, etc. Affibody is another reagent
suggested to overcome this non-specific reticuloendothelial system (RES) uptake and can be a
useful biomolecule for their possible use in pre-targeting strategies, where binding reagents are
targeted initially to the tumor localization before the administration of the actual radioactivity [62,
63].
Table 2. Selected antibody mimetics & their possible use in different imaging and targeting technologies.
S. No.
1.

Binding-Reagent
Affibody

2.

Anticalins

3.

DARPins

4.

AdNectin/
Monobodies

5.

Affimer

6.

Nanobody

7.

Atrimers / Avimers

Target
EGFR; for radiotherapy of HER-2Lu-177; CD-28 profuse ligand
imaging; PET 68Ga, 64Cu, etc.
HGFR, VEGF-A, PSMA,
autoimmunity, IL-17/IL-23,
laboratory & clinical diagnostic tool.
AMD, DME (VEGF-A),
Cardiovascular diseases,
Opthalmology, and CNS disorders.
Antiangiogenesis in cancer, VEGF,
VEGF-R, rheumatoid arthritis,
psoriasis, etc.

Tumor-associated
Colon, breast, ovarian.
Epidermoid and Prostrate,
Cervical.
Multiple tumors

TNC, Zika virus antigen, microarray, affinity chromatography.
EGFR, HER-2, HGF, MMR

Ligands, IL-23, Anaphore,
ATX3105, Tetravectin, Lipocalin,
etc.

References
[41, 42]

[38, 39]
Colon, breast & ovarian.

[27, 28]

Lungs, Breast & Colon

[47, 48]

Multiple tumors

[54]

Epidermoid, Prostrate,
breast, ovarian, mammary
adenocarcinoma.
Cytotoxic T-cells, Autoimmune cancer, breast,
colon, etc.

[51, 52]

[36, 37]

6. Future prospectives & challenges
The bio-molecular recognition properties of antibodies and the inherent selectivity towards
different specific or non-specific antigens endows them with ideal characteristics for use as
suitable candidates in different biological technologies. However, antibodies, because of their
large size and complex structures, are susceptible to instability at extreme conditions of
temperature and pH, limiting their ability to penetrate inside the tissues. Therefore, the search for
other alternative biomolecules is needed to effectively overcome the shortcomings of antibodies.
This has led to the design of antibody mimetics. Antibody mimetics offer distinct advantages over
antibodies due to their simpler structure and advancement in computational designing, library
construction, and selection with high selective and binding affinity. Moreover, strategies employed
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to improve its properties like stability, binding affinity, etc., under extreme conditions have also
attracted the attention of the scientific community [64].
Although the use of an antibody mimetic over antibody is preferred, certain factors limit
the frequent employability of using antibody mimetics. The designing and modification of its
protein scaffolds to introduce high binding affinity and selectivity characteristics translate into a
high cost for development. As such, it is difficult in general to afford to invest in high R & D
expenditure for its further development and is restricted only in the hands of big Pharma and
biotech giants. However, the recovery of the costs of its research and development can be
compensated for their utility as therapeutic agents in targeted immunotherapy. Despite the proven
advantages of antibody mimetics, there are certain issues associated, such as immunogenicity,
short plasma half-life, and lack of effectors function. The antibody mimetics have shorter halflives as they lack the Fc region and, as such, have lower molecular weights compared to antibodies.
Due to the absence of the Fc region, they cannot mediate antibody-dependent phagocyte effect and
cannot bind to the Fc receptors found on the surface of cells [65].
Several technologies like PEGylation, PASylation, etc. have been suggested to increase the
molecular size of antibody mimetics and also its plasma half-life. Alternatively, the efficacy of
antibody mimetic can also be increased by extending their half-life by binding to a small ABD
protein of 5KDa. Thus the biological activity of antibody mimetics can be increased many times
despite their reduced size and increased affinity. However, the effects of antibody mimetics in
treating diseases other than solid tumors and auto-immune diseases still need further assessment.
7. Conclusions
For so many years of antibodies dominating as selective binding reagents for various
molecular recognition techniques, the paradigm has now shifted towards the use of alternative nonantibody binding molecules, so-called antibody mimetics, with several advantages over traditional
antibodies. These non-antibody scaffolds offer high stability and binding affinity, having a smaller
size that enables them to penetrate well inside the target tissues and access the epitope more readily
than antibodies for both targeted therapy and imaging of tumors. We anticipate that the use of
antibody mimetics will become wider concerning biological and medical imaging applications.
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